Introduction
There has been a lot of work that has been already done using data mining in healthcare industry and due to enormous success, the people are getting more and more interested in this field .The dataset chosen by us is the diabetes data set. We chose it because it is a common disease throughout the world. The Pima Indians data set is widely used in the diabetic studies because Pima Indians generally show the symptoms of Type-2 diabetes.
The aim of this study is to find the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity percentage of various classification methods. We here have tried to compare the results of various classification methods in Weka with the classification methods implemented on few other tools like Rapidminer and matlab on the basis of few ROC parameters.
II. Literature Survey
There are various numbers of researchers that have been reported working on diagnosis of common diseases. In a study, the diagnosis of Pima Indian diabetes by using the evolving fuzzy approach, has been addressed by Lekas et al.
Sapna and Tamilaras [1] , proposed a research that was based on the concept that diabetic mellitus is a cause for nerve disorder .In another study by Jeatarbul and Wong [2] , the classification performance is obtained by various types of neural networks i.e. Back Propagation NN, Radial Basis Function NN, General Regression NN, Probabilistic NN and Complementary NN.
A new SSVM for the problems of classification was proposed by Santi Waulan et al [3] . Radha and Rajagopalan, to diagnosis of diabetes introduced an application of fuzzy logic. [4] .
In a study, Huang et al used data mining to detect key determinants of Type-2 diabetes.
III. Description Of The Data Set
The dataset used in our study is of Pima Indians who have symptoms of diabetes. The Pima Indians data set is publically available at UCI [5] . There are 768 observations and 9 attributes with no missing values, but there are few impossible values. All the patients in this data set are females, living near Arizona. The attributes are shown in the table below: Table 1 : Attributes The characteristics of the dataset used are shown below in a summarized format. 
IV. Methodology
Several algorithms with running parameters are explained below: Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)-It is a neural network classification algorithm and is very commonly used. It is experimented in this study with the parameters: learning rate =0.3/0.15; momentum = 0.2; random speed =0; validation threshold= 20; number of epochs =500 [6] . BayesNet-This algorithm considers two assumptions: nominal values and no missing values. For estimating the conditional probability tables of network, there are two different parts. Simple estimator and k2 search algorithm are used to run the bayesnet [7] . J48graft -J48 or J48graft is the weka version of C4.5 classifier. Selected parameters are: confidence factor=0.25; min num obj =2; subtree raising=true; unpruned=false [8] . JRip -In this algorithm to produce error reduction, repeated incremental pruning is done. The implementation of JRip in weka is done with parameters: folds= 10; min no. =2; optimizations=2; seed=1; use pruning =true [9] . The classification methods used on various other tools: PNN -stands for "Probabilistic Neural Network". As the word Neural is so the working is like feed forward neural network. This algorithm is normally used for the classification. It consists of 4 layers 1. Input Layer 2. Hidden Layer 3. Output Layer LVQ -Learning Vector Quantization discovers the network architecture that has been used for clustering. FFN -Feed Froward network is in one direction flow of data directly from input nodes to hidden nodes to output nodes. CFN -Cascade forward networks works like FFN but there is a dependency between the nodes. DTDN -Distributed Time delay Networks is a time sensitive FFN kind off network where there is a delay associated with every node thus there is a finite dynamic response to time series input. TDN -Time delay network has a tapped delay line at the input weight in which the dynamics appear only at the input layer of a static multilayer feed forward network. Table: 5 Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity percentages using classifiers on various other tools.
VII. Result Analysis And Conclusion
As we all are aware that clustering is done to find the clusters in a way that the data that fall under same clusters is similar and dissimilar data lie in other clusters. We have done clustering here to divide the patients in clusters based on low risk and high risk of being sick.
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In this study, we have taken various classification methods and compared the results of various algorithms on Weka on the basis of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity with the results of various other algorithms implemented on Matlab and Rapidminer. According to the figure 1 and table 4 , we can determine that J48 has the highest accuracy percentage of 81.33 %, while if we consider the other parameters then PNN has the highest sensitivity of 63.33% and DTDN has the highest specificity of 88.8%.
